Why do a student need a philosophy?
buy assignment

What is philosophy as a subject at the university
So, the philosophy itself is a science that is considered more humanitarian than exact. But again, if
you reason how philosophers, this is a controversial question.
In any case, the importance of this subject in the university is determined by the chosen specialty
and the final test of knowledge: if this is a test, then you can relax a little, and if necessary, pass the
philosophy exam is required to prepare for it in a timely manner.
I studied my time at the university on a technical specialty, and in my curriculum philosophy
appeared only in the second semester of the first year and captured another first semester of the
second course.
That's what means "defused", since it is simply impossible to call this couple in a different way.
My girlfriend studied at the philological department, and her philosophy had about 4 semesters. So
she sleightly survived this period, also passed the oral exam for "excellent."
That is why I conclude that much depends on the teacher, its manners of filing information and
interest in its subject.
One of my teacher said: "Everything will pass - it will be," and in terms of philosophy, I personally
made sure.
But after the completion of the university, I decided to figure out what the essence of this mysterious
science is, and why is it in principle a modern person? Let's try to figure out together.
Special science philosophy
Today in the world where Internet and new technologies reign, the relevance of philosophy has
gradually departed to the background.
All the necessary information is drawn from the World Wide Web, and about his arguments, the
benefits of the thought process and the birth of truth in the dispute and forgot.

It is much easier to enter the desired phrase into the search engine than to think about the eternal,
valuable and global, as great thinkers did in due time.
In order not to perceive the Internet as largely and not to make it the basis of its existence, each

person should return to philosophy from time to time.
But what gives this truly significant science?
1. Allows not only to comprehend everything that happens around, but also soberly, objectively
evaluate the life situation, its role in it and prospects for the future;
2. Philosophy allows you to understand your ancestors, that is, to make out all the issues, topical
topics and eternal thinking about the great long-lasting centuries.
This path will lead to understanding, and a person will be able to feel comprehensively developed;
3. Philosophy opens his eyes, that is, it allows a person to recognize good and evil, to have a
unbiased opinion, which means that the integrity of the nature and irrevomination of the spirit.
Accordingly, we come to the conclusion that philosophy is an in-depth understanding of itself and
the surrounding world, as well as the possibility of society to learn about the errors of the ancestors,
to become better and achieve great success.

